
 Mrs. Gillingham’s 3rd grade class 
Friday, November 6, 2020 

CONFERENCES 
It was a pleasure to meet with all of you 
during conference week. I look forward to 
working together with you to help your child 
reach their goals and continue to grow as 
learners and young people. Keep checking in 
our your child’s Seesaw journal and don’t 
hesitate to comment on their work.


CLASSROOM CONNECTOR 
In an effort to help students and families get 
to know each other and connect during these 
crazy times, PTA and our lovely volunteer 
Melissa (Mile’s mom) has worked to start a 
class directory. Check your email for a 
message about how to get connected and for 
our private directory link. 


ELA - BLOCK #1 
We started Unit 2: Figure It Out this week. 
Our first story was a folktale and students 
worked on predicting skills using text and 
picture clues. We also practiced rereading as a 
strategy to help us understand the theme of 
cooperation and working together to solve 
problems. Next week we will read historical 
fiction stories that explore why people 
immigrate and the theme of hard work and 
dreams. Skills we will practice are making 
predictions using text clues.


Our phonics learning is focused on long vowel 
words. So far, we learned on the final e rule, 
long A, long O, long I, and long U words. Each 
long vowel has unique patterns and vowels 
that “team” together to make the long vowel 
sound. Next week we will focus on long E 
words to complete our study of long vowels.


MATH - BLOCK #2 
In Unit 2: Introduction to Multiplication 
students will continue to learn a variety of 
ways to model multiplication, including equal 
groups, arrays, and multiples. Next week we 
will explore Watertown, a fictional town, to 
see how multiplication can be used to solve 
everyday problems. Encourage your child to 
look for ways the see equal groups and arrays 
(equal rows of objects) outside of school. 


In November’s Number Corner students are 
learning about area and using multiplication to 
figure out the area of arrays.


HEALTH - BLOCK #3 
Next week we will be starting our health 
topic on learning about our eyes. The Great 
Body Shop magazine is called “The Better to 
See you With”. Key ideas are how eyes work, 
eye problems, and how to protect your eyes.


We will start our Geography unit the 
following week. Students will need their 
geography materials and the materials pick up 
has moved to Friday, November 13th.


UPCOMING DATES 

11/11 Veteran’s Day - NO SCHOOL

11/13 Materials pick up (rescheduled)


NEWS from the Nest


